
8:00-9:00 registration and weigh-in for U14 
9:00-9:30 draw for U14
9:30 start of competition for U14  
10:00-11:15  registration and weigh-in for U16 
11:15-12:00  draw for  U16
12:00 start of competition for U16
15:00 award ceremony
  

 

U16 – male and female: born in 2004-2005 
U14 – male and female: born in 2006-2007

U 16 - M: -42 kg, -46 kg, -50 kg, -55 kg, -60 kg, -66 kg, -73 kg, -81 kg, +81 kg 
U 16 - W: -36 kg, -40 kg, -44 kg, -48 kg, -52 kg, -57 kg, -63 kg, -70 kg, +70 kg 
U 14 - M: -34 kg, -38 kg, -42 kg, -46 kg, -50 kg, -55 kg, -60 kg, -66 kg, +66 kg 
U 14 - W: -32kg, -36 kg, -40 kg, -44 kg, -48 kg, -52 kg, -57 kg, -63 kg, +63 kg 

Pool system for categories up to 5 competitors.
6 competitors and more: elimination system with double repechage.
U14: shime-waza and kansetsu-waza are not allowed.
U16: kansetsu-waza is allowed, shime-waza is prohibited

U 16: 3 minutes, golden score is not limited
U 14: 3 minutes, golden score is not limited

Place of competition: Športno društvo GIB, Drenikova 32, Ljubljana
Date: Sunday, 19. 5. 2019
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12€ for each competitor. The fee must be paid at the check-in at the event venue. Clubs and athletes 
must send an entry before 15. 5. 2019. 

Prizes will be awarded for 1st, 2nd and two 3rd places in each weight class. Cups will be awarded for 
1st, 2nd and 3rd placed clubs.

Please send your entry by Wednesday, 15. 5. 2019 at the latest. Send it by mail:

Andrej Pavlin tel: 00386 40 168 666 e-mail: judo@gib-sport.com

For accommodation, please contact organizator.
Possibility of sleeping on the mats (5€/person). Limited capacity.

Andrej Pavlin  T   00386 40 168 666  e-mail: andrej.pavlin@gib-sport
Marko Prodan  T   00386 31 780 312  e-mail: marko.prodan@gib-sport
Anja Dobovšek T   00386 41 725 665  e-mail: judo@gib-sport 

The organizer declines all the responsibilities of eventual damages to people or goods that might be 
related to the competition or because of the competition itself. The organizer reserves the right of 
changing the program and mentioned rules at anytime for the better organization of the event.
With the registration to the competition, the clubs and athletes accept the program, the rules, and 
eventual changes that might be applied. The competition will follow international regulations and 
rules.

Ljubljana, 17. 10. 2018 Organizing committee ŠD GIB Šiška
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